
Crashing & burning
best practices discovered through critical failures



the great rock crash of 2018



the great rock crash of 2018

“check in is down”
“emails aren’t going out”

“my sms message didn’t work”



the great rock crash of 2018

- we were at our absolute peak check in time
- our comms team had a church wide email going out
- another dept had a large sms queued 



the great rock crash of 2018

- a nice little chat with our comms team letting them 
   know that we cannot send massive recipient count 
   communications during services



- Children’s Ministry or Student Ministry has emailed 
   kids instead of parents….again, OR Campus A emailed 
   Campus b about their campus specific event.



- a lack of awareness on how data views should work
- Forgetfulness or rushing by our comms approvers
- being to focused on the task or their department



- We took away data view rights for a while, 
   But that wasn’t sustainable
- department specific data view training
- capitalize on every teachable moment when user
   error does occur



the far less severe rock crash of 2019

- our rock instance was down globally
- fortunately it was a tuesday and not sunday



the far less severe rock crash of 2019

- the power went out for a portion of our campus
- we were hosting our instance on a physical server



the far less severe rock crash of 2019

- azure



internal/external block conflict

- 6 weeks into being live on rock, accounts receivable 
   noticed that the majority of our largest gifts were 
   not hitting the bank account



internal/external block conflict

- when we made the jump to rock, we chose to call our
   big givers to help move their schedule over the phone
- all of those were set up on the internal gift entry page
- i did all of our testing on the external giving page
- this jerk overlooked the block settings on the internal
   gift entry page and those gifts ran on the test gateway



internal/external block conflict

- we updated the internal block settings (duh)
- myself, the accounting team, and our executive pastor 
   had the pleasure of  calling all of those donors...again...
   explaining what had happened, and setting those gifts 
   up again



person field pitfall in events

- emails that were supposed to be triggered from our
   executive pastor were suddenly sending from our 
   children’s pastor



person field pitfall in events

- our children’s pastor signed our executive pastor up 
   for our father daughter dance, because they happen 
   to be married
- she used her email instead of his on the event
   registration, and it updated his person profile



person field pitfall in events

- we set email as a registration attribute on events
- we then add the person field as an internal field and
   set it to ‘use current value’
- this allows us to update emails when needed and not 
   lose precious data



the ghost writer

- a Small Group Leader claimed to be receiving emails 
   for his group attendance. But his group was not active. 
   And there was no record of the communication in the 
   communication history. 



the ghost writer

- after several rounds of head scratching and a few 
   trips to raid the snacks in the conference room, we
   (by we, i mean our rock dev partner) realized the emails
   were coming from our sandbox database



the ghost writer

- We built a job to update any email address in the 
   sandbox to an invalid @safety.netz domain and 
   removed all communication transports



bayne hulburt

email: bayne@rpc.me

rocketchat: @BayneHH
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